When growing on solid surfaces, yeast, like other microorganisms, develops organized multicellular populations (colonies and biofilms) that are composed of differentiated cells with specialized functions. Life within these populations is a prevalent form of microbial existence in natural settings that provides the cells with capabilities to effectively defend against environmental attacks as well as efficiently adapt and survive long periods of starvation and other stresses. Under such circumstances, the fate of an individual yeast cell is subordinated to the profit of the whole population. In the past decade, yeast colonies, with their complicated structure and high complexity that are also developed under laboratory conditions, have become an excellent model for studies of various basic cellular processes such as cell interaction, signaling, and differentiation. In this paper, we summarize current knowledge on the processes related to chronological aging, adaptation, and longevity of a colony cell population and of its differentiated cell constituents. These processes contribute to the colony ability to survive long periods of starvation and mostly differ from the survival strategies of individual yeast cells.
Introduction
The molecular basis of aging has been examined using numerous methods and organisms and is one of the main biological questions under investigation. A substantial amount of information on individual gene products, metabolic pathways, signal transduction cascades, environmental factors, and cellular mechanisms impacting aging is available, but a deeper insight into how all these components interact under specific conditions and how they contribute to the process of aging is still unavailable. In addition, aging is tightly linked with the process of adaptation, through which the cells adjust to a hostile environment and can reenter the proliferative state. With metazoans, this potentially leads to tumor formation and the subsequent death of the organism.
Yeast cells have been used for a long time as a tool for identifying the genes and pathways involved in basic cellular processes such as the cell cycle, aging, and stress response. Two types of lifespan, the replicative and the chronological, have been defined and studied in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1] . While the replicative (mitotic) lifespan is characterized by the number of divisions that an individual yeast cell can undergo, the chronological (postmitotic) lifespan represents a period during which nondividing (stationary phase, G 0 ) yeast cells remain viable. Various genes and pathways have been identified as being involved in both types of lifespan in yeast. For example, several nutrient sensing pathways affect the chronological lifespan in a way that their inactivation leads to a longevity phenotype. This was shown for the TOR (target of rapamycin), protein kinase A, and Sch9p pathways, as deletions of TOR1, RAS2, SCH9, or rapamycin treatment increase chronological lifespan in yeast [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Moreover, metabolic products can also modulate chronological lifespan. Acetic acid-induced medium acidification was shown to be a cause of accelerated aging in glucosegrown yeast cultures [1, 6] . Importantly, these mechanisms are evolutionary conserved from yeast to mammals, as rapamycin treatment induces longevity in yeast, worms, fruit flies, and mice [7] , and lactate-induced acidification induces senescence in human tumor cells [8] . Various high-throughput screens performed to identify the genes responsible for long-living versus short-living yeast phenotypes led to the identification of large collections of genes, which highly differed between individual screens, however [4, 9] . These observations indicate that chronological lifespan is dependent on specific environmental conditions (e.g., nutrient sources), genetic background, and developmental program. Similarly, many recent results point to the conclusion that the properties of stationary-phase cells are also dependent on environmental conditions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In other words, there are different types of chronologically aged (i.e., stationaryphase) yeast populations under different conditions. In addition, chronological lifespan analyses in liquid cultivations are complicated by the facts that cells are heterogeneous and mutual interactions between the cellular subpopulations are difficult to analyze.
Various findings suggested that different mechanisms and regulations can occur in liquid cultivations (where yeast cells behave as unicellular individuals) and in precisely structured multicellular colonies. During the past decade, studies on multicellular yeast colonies have developed in different directions and indicated that colonies represent a promising model for studying various aspects of microbial multicellularity. Thus, findings on colony communication, adaptation, and the differing longevity of cell subpopulations occupying different colony regions raised an attractive possibility of using colonies as a model for studies of processes such as stress defense, aging, adaptation, programmed cell death (PCD), and longevity, that is, of processes that are important for any organism and that are linked to each other. In addition, recent findings on the differentiation of S. cerevisiae laboratory strain smooth colonies and of structured biofilm colonies formed by natural isolates of S. cerevisiae showed that different developmental programs can be realized by yeast communities growing on solid media [10, 16] . These programs are dependent on both environmental factors such as medium composition, and, importantly, also on phenotypic switching between different colony types that is reversible and epigenetically regulated in some cases. Thus, very probably, processes and mechanisms related to aging and adaptation that have been already identified and that are discussed in this paper are only a fraction of the broad capabilities of yeast cells developing within differently organized colonies.
In this paper, we summarize current knowledge on agingrelated processes that have been described in colonies of the two different types, those formed by laboratory strains and those formed by strains isolated from natural settings.
Cell Growth and Developmental Phases of Smooth Colonies Formed by S. cerevisiae Laboratory Strains
Yeast cells growing in shaken liquid media exhibit a typical grow profile. After lag phase (adaptation to growth medium), it begins with an exponential growth phase, which is characterized by rapid growth under conditions of nutrient abundance, followed by a diauxic phase, which is characterized by slower growth as a consequence of a limitation of the preferred nutrients and modulation of the cellular metabolism to utilize alternative nutrients. A typical example is the shift from fermentative to respiratory growth. These two phases of growth are followed by a stationary phase when the growth is significantly reduced or stopped. The duration of the respective phases differs depending on the type and amount of nutrient sources and on the yeast population doubling time. Similarly, early growth of smooth colonies of S. cerevisiae laboratory strains starts with an exponential growth phase. On complex glucose medium (YPD), this phase lasts about 42 hours with a doubling time that is independent of colony density and similar to the doubling time of cells growing in YPD liquid medium. The majority of the cells in a colony divide during this phase [17] . Later, the number of budding cells drops to about 15% and the colonies continue to grow more slowly. During this second "slow-growth" phase, the colony population starts to diversify. While cell growth continues mostly at the colony periphery stationary-phase cells appear in the colony center, as documented by the activation of the expression of the stationary-phase specific gene SSA3 in the colony center and growth-specific gene ACT1 at the colony margin. In addition to preferential cell growth at the colony periphery [17, 18] , cells in the uppermost layers of the colony center continue to divide efficiently after 3 days of colony growth. Cells in the lower layers of the colony center enter a stationary phase at that time [10] . Slowly dividing cells are present in all marginal regions and in the central uppermost cell layers, even in older colonies (Figure 1(b) ). In contrast to the typical diauxic shift in liquid cultures caused by the change from fermentative to respiratory growth, the shift between the exponential and the slowgrowth phase of colonies was independent of the carbon source used. Thus, colonies underwent these phases on both fermentative and respiratory medium, however, the exponential phase was shorter on fermentative (about 2 days) than on respiratory medium (about 3 days) where cells grow more slowly [17] . The slow growth phase continued even after 8 days of growth, while the diauxic slow growth in liquid cultures was almost stopped after 40 hours (or even earlier) [17] . These observations are in agreement with the finding that the biomass of S. cerevisiae giant colonies increases linearly when growing on complex respiratory medium during a relatively long interval from day 3 to day 16-18. In colonies older than 18 days the biomass accrual is reduced, but not stopped completely [18, 19] . This growth profile is probably a consequence of two factors: firstly, only a small subpopulation of cells located in specific colony regions undergo cell division and proliferate during colony growth, and secondly, nutrients only reach the cells by the slow process of diffusion, creating conditions of the slow continuous supply of low concentrations of nutrients.
Various data indicate that the entry of colony cell population to the slow growing/stationary phase is only the starting point of various metabolic and other changes that occur during subsequent colony development. Accordingly, cells within colonies survive much longer than a yeast population in shaken liquid cultivations. The number of colony forming cells (CFC) (i.e., the cells that regrow when replated on fresh media) decreased to about 2-5% after 10 days of cultivation in liquid complete synthetic glucose medium [20, 21] and to 10% and 30% after a 10-day cultivation in synthetic medium with ethanol and glycerol, respectively, as the carbon source [5] . Complex medium is much better for population survival, as 40-70% of the population survive after a 10-day cultivation in complex glucose medium (YPD) [22, 23] , while respiratory complex medium shows the best results for long-term survival, as about 50-90% of cells are able to form colonies after 10 days in liquid glycerol complex medium [23, 24] . The population of the colony of a relatively long-living BY4742 strain grown on complex respiratory medium contained 90% CFC after 10 days of cultivation, which is almost double the value in liquid cultivations of the same strain grown in a similar medium [18, 19, 24] . Moreover, during prolonged cultivation the difference in survival between liquid cultivations and colonies becomes even more evident. Liquid cultures rapidly lose viability over time while a colonial population possesses a high fraction of CFC, even in very old colonies (75% on day 30, 40% on day 50, and 5% on day 135) [19] . Thus, the survival rate in any liquid cultivation does not reach the survival rate in colonies. In addition, it seems that cell survival within the colony is even better, as a subpopulation of resting cells resembling VBNC ("viable-but-non-culturable") cells of bacteria [25] emerges within the colony after day 20 of its development [19] . Such data indicate that different types of stationaryphase and slow-growing cells are present within colonies (see also below).
Metabolic Reprogramming and Stress Defense of Smooth Colonies
In addition to developmental changes related to cell division and colony growth, metabolic reprogramming has been observed during the development of both microcolonies and giant colonies of S. cerevisiae grown on complex respiratory medium. These metabolic changes are accompanied by changes in external pH, which shifts from near to alkali to acidic and vice versa (Figure 1(a) ) [26] [27] [28] [29] . The so-called alkali phases are linked with the production of volatile ammonia that functions as a signal influencing colony metabolic reprogramming and cell differentiation. The first alkali phase starts early after giant colonies are inoculated and lasts until about 24-35 hours, that is, it approximately correlates with the exponential growth phase described above. Later, in parallel to colony entry to the slow growth phase [17] , colonies start to intensively acidify their surroundings [26] . At day 8-10 of colony growth, the second alkali phase is initiated, that lasts until approximately day 17-20 [30] and is accompanied by expressive metabolic changes. Linear biomass accrual of colonies continues during this alkali phase. Only later, when colonies enter the second acidic phase, linear biomass accrual gradually decreases. The metabolic reprogramming that occurs during the second alkali phase includes the abrupt activation of some metabolic genes, including those of amino acid metabolism, peroxisomal functions (including fatty acid β-oxidation) and of some alternative branches of carbon metabolism (such as the methylglyoxylate cycle) [26] . Genes for various transporters including putative ammonium transporters (e.g., Ato1p) and transporters that may contribute to pH alterations (e.g., phosphate, sulphate and carboxylic acid transporters) are also strongly induced. In contrast, other cellular functions are gradually decreased, such as the expression of genes involved in mitochondrial oxidative respiration and those belonging to the group of environmental stress response genes [26] . Moreover, it was shown that the functionality of some of the stress defense enzymes such as cytosolic superoxide dismutase Sod1p, which is crucial for yeast longevity in liquid cultivations [31, 32] , are dispensable in the healthy development and survival of a colony population [33] . These findings raised the intriguing possibility that chronologically aged colonies activate metabolic pathways that may allow them to exploit some previously released waste products and that are more economical than the metabolism of young colonies growing in nutrient abundance. This metabolism, paralleled with reduced mitochondrial phosphorylation, subsequently allows the cells to decrease the level of stress evoked by nutrient depletion within colonies and promotes population longevity. This adaptation, thus, subsequently makes stress eliminating systems (e.g., catalases and superoxide dismutases) unnecessary. Importantly, colonies formed by strains defective in ammonia signaling and in the activation of an adaptive metabolism decrease their vitality over long periods of starvation [33, 34] . The metabolic changes activated at the beginning of the second alkali phase partially persist in the second acidic phase and are supplemented by additional changes, the function of which is mostly unknown [30] .
Smooth Colony Center-Margin Differentiation and PCD Contribute to Population Longevity
As indicated above, from the third day of colony growth on respiratory medium, the colony diversifies, and nondividing cells can be found in lower central colony areas (Figure 1(b) ). Subsequently, the number of dividing cells gradually decreases and, for example, in 7-day old colonies dividing cells are present mostly at the colony margin and in the uppermost layer of the colony. In addition to the localization of dividing/nondividing cells into distinct colony areas, colony stratification and the differentiation of chronologically aged nondividing cells has been discovered to occur later in aging colonies. Such differentiation is in terms of metabolic differences, stressrelated characteristics and the survival of specifically localized colony cell subpopulations. In the late first acidic phase, nutrients seem to be exhausted and a level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) starts to increase in cells randomly distributed within the colony, including infant cells located at the colony margin. In parallel with the transition to the second alkali phase, the colony became differentiated both "horizontally" and "vertically" (and independently of whether cells are dividing or not).
When examined in the horizontal direction, central chronologically aging cells maintain higher stress-defense enzyme activities [30, 33] and a fraction of these cells undergoes PCD (Figure 1(b) ) [18, 33] . On the other hand, relatively young infant cells at the colony margin activate the adaptive metabolism and acquire the phenotype of healthy cells with a low ROS level. This center-margin diversification is dependent on alkalization and ammonia signaling, as colonies that fail to enter the alkali phase and produce ammonia contain dying cells spread throughout the colony, including the margin region [18, 33] . Interestingly, the removal of central cells from a differentiated colony diminished accrual at the colony margin [18] . These data showed that a kind of PCD occurs within the central regions of an aged colony. PCD is regulated in parallel with medium alkalization and ammonia production, and is an important factor in the subsequent longevity and development of cells inhabiting more propitious areas at the colony margin.
Potentially, dying cells of chronologically aged central areas may release some compounds that may serve as nutrients for late colony growth. When compared with accidental (or regulated) cell lysis, PCD exhibiting apoptosislike features prevents the release of various lytic enzymes (proteases and other hydrolases) that could destroy healthy cells located in the vicinities of dying cells. As shown by confocal microscopy, cells are tightly attached within laboratory yeast colonies [35] . Thus, PCD in colonies could have a similar purpose as the apoptosis of a fraction of the cells during the development of a real multicellular organism. On the other hand, while apoptosis in multicellular organisms depends on a group of evolutionary conserved effectors and pathways, PCD observed within the colonies is independent of the presence of the yeast metacaspase Mca1p and the yeast homologue of apoptosis-inducing factor Aif1p, which implies that programmed dying in yeast colonies is regulated independently of these evolutionary conserved factors. As alternative pathways involved in PCD in yeast are proposed [36, 37] , these could regulate cell dying in yeast colonies. Such regulated dying contributes to the longevity of the whole colony by providing nutrients released by the death of one subpopulation to the benefit of the other subpopulations.
Differentiation of Chronologically Aged Cells in Distinct Smooth Colony Layers
A confocal microscopy study on the localization of GFPlabeled transporter Ato1p showed that the central colony population is not homogeneous and that Ato1p is exclusively produced in the upper cell layers of the colony, that is, this protein starts to be produced both in the colony margin and in upper central colony areas during colony entry to the second alkali phase [35] . The localization of Ato1p-producing cells in the upper layer of the colony center corresponds to the localization of one of the two major cell subpopulations revealed by a recent study [10] . This study provided a complex view of the properties of these two cell subpopulations, the upper and the lower, that form the colony center. These subpopulations are formed by the differentiation of cells of late acidic-phase colonies (approximately 7-day-old colonies), that is, by the differentiation of a population composed mostly of chronologically aged cells with only a negligible fraction of slowly dividing cells in most upper colony regions. Colony stratification develops over about the next 3 days and both layers (upper and lower) are fully developed in colonies more than 10 days old. Thus, the population of chronologically aged stressed cells of the colony center differentiates into two prominent subpopulations that apparently differ from each other as well as from their ancestors (Figure 1(b) ). Cells in the upper colony layer (U cells) gain a high resistance to stress and exhibit a longevity phenotype, while cells in the lower layers (L cells) are sensitive to stress and die more rapidly [10] . This simple comparison would imply that U and L cells could resemble so called Q (quiescent) and NQ (nonquiescent) cells, respectively, described in stationary liquid cultures [38, 39] . However, transcriptomic, microscopic, and biochemical analyses revealed that the situation within a colony is more complicated. U cells, although resistant and long-living, are metabolically active cells that activate various metabolic pathways controlled by an unusual combination of nutrient sensing regulators. On the one hand, U cells activate pathways (including TOR pathway) that are usually active under nutrient-rich conditions. On the other hand, the activation of a group of amino acid metabolic genes indicates that the general amino acid control (GCN) pathway with transcription factor Gcn4p, a master regulator of amino acid biosynthetic genes, is active in U cells. Both TOR and GCN pathways monitor the availability of amino acids [40] , but the GCN pathway usually opposes TOR pathway and is activated under conditions of nutrient shortage [41] . Thus, the expression of genes involved in glycolysis, pentose shunt, and translation indicates the active consumption of nutrients by U cells, but the expression of amino acid metabolic genes usually induced by amino acid starvation [41] indicates some degree of nutrient limitation in U cells. U cells also store glycogen and activate autophagy; both of these features are also found in cells entering the stationary phase. A surprising feature of U cells is the downregulation of the respiratory function of their mitochondria, which are swollen and contain only a few cristae. All of the above characteristics imply that U cells develop a unique metabolism that contributes to their longevity and stress resistance. This metabolism is dissimilar to that of Q cells identified in stationary liquid cultivations by Allen et al. [38] . These authors isolated two subpopulations of aged cells in stationary liquid cultures and named them Q cells and NQ cells. Q cells are highly respiring cells [42] and do not exhibit prominent features of U cells such as the activation of amino acid metabolic genes. Thus, similarly to the previous indications of the differing properties of cell populations from colonies and cells from liquid cultivations [33, 43] , the mechanisms of aging and related metabolic reprogramming also seem to significantly differ in these two different yeast life-styles. What are the reasons for such expressive differences? In contrast to the mixed population of Q and NQ cell types within a liquid culture, cell subpopulations within colonies possess specific positions, can mutually interact with their neighbors, and can form gradients of nutrients and signaling compounds that affect remote colony subpopulations. Hence, in contrast to a liquid population, the colony behaves more like an organized primitive multicellular organism containing specialized mutually interacting cell types.
Interestingly, upper cells in 8-day-old colonies of diploid S. cerevisiae strains grown on sporulation acetate medium exhibit efficient meiosis and sporulation [44] . Sporulating cells are located in the interior of an unusual stalk-like structure formed by yeast cells growing from a cavity in the agar medium [45, 46] . The process of sporulation is tightly connected with limited nutrient availability and produces highly stress-resistant spores capable of long-term survival. Sporulation is thus one of the possible developmental programs after entering nutrient-limiting conditions, being an alternative to stationary-phase state.
As indicated above, U cells seem to activate metabolic pathways that allow them to consume nutrients, possibly including sugars, although they have developed from chronologically aged stressed cells of acidic-phase colonies, which grow on complete respiratory medium without glucose [10] . Features of the other subpopulation of a stratified colony, the L cells, could explain such a paradox. In contrast to U cells, L cells exhibit typical features of starving cells including a high level of ROS. These cells are able to effectively consume oxygen and they activate various degradative mechanisms, including proteasomal and vacuolar functions. The hypothesis that L cells could release nutrients to feed U cells has been therefore postulated and supported by the discovery of extracellular amino acids within a differentiated colony [10] . In addition to amino acids originating from protein degradation, carbohydrates arising from gluconeogenesis (activated in L cells) or partial cell wall degradation could be released from L cells.
Yeast Laboratory-Strain Colonies: A Model for Studies of Different Types of Chronologically Aged Cells
The above-mentioned discoveries indicate that the colonies of S. cerevisiae laboratory strains are an excellent model for studies of chronological aging. At least three different types of chronologically aged cells have been identified in these colonies: stressed cells of acidic-phase colonies, which are ancestors of the two other cell types: U cells (adapted, "healthy" chronologically aged cells of the upper colony layer) and L cells (cells with an enhanced stressed phenotype of the lower colony part) (Figure 1(b) ). Interestingly, similar metabolic features to those exhibited by U cells (i.e., activation of glycolysis and decrease in mitochondrial respiration) were identified in early stationary populations of long-living deletants tor1Δ, sch9Δ and ras2Δ when compared to the wild type [5] , indicating that the longevity phenotype is linked to specific metabolic changes. In the colonial model, however, this longevity phenotype is achieved not by a genetic manipulation, but rather in a "natural" way, that is, the process of aging and the formation of these different types of chronologically aged cells occurs during spontaneous aging and starvation of the entire colony population. The aging of colonial populations occurs within a precisely defined multicellular structure that exhibits the features of a primitive multicellular organism. The existence of the three major chronologically aged cell subpopulations enables the analysis of not only temporal but also spatial changes occurring during chronological aging and analyses of the interactions and signaling among the two aged U and L subpopulations including the formation and effects of gradients of metabolites and signaling compounds. It is also important that such types of chronologically aged cell subpopulations can be quickly isolated as relatively homogeneous populations, which enables the acquisition of strong conclusions based on measured data.
Structured Biofilm Colonies of S. cerevisiae Natural Strains
In contrast to most S. cerevisiae laboratory strains that form smooth colonies with the typical architecture described above, various natural S. cerevisiae isolates form biofilm colonies that are often noticeably structured [47] . These colonies resemble those formed by so-called nonconventional yeasts, such as those of the Candida and Cryptococcus genera. Studies of the prominent characteristics of structured S. cerevisiae colonies revealed that these colonies possess some features typical of yeast biofilms [16] . Such features include the production of a protective low-permeable extracellular matrix (ECM), the presence of adhesins, and production of specifically localized multidrug resistance transporters (MDR). In contrast to the above-mentioned laboratory strain colonies, relatively little is known about the aging of these structured colonies. However, a recent study on structured colony ultrastructure and differentiation indicated that the mechanisms regulating the transition from cell growth to stationary phase differ between smooth and structured colonies. In contrast to smooth colonies, where dividing cells are localized to the margin and to the uppermost colony layer (Figure 1(b) ), dividing and stationary-phase cells are located differently within structured colonies [16] (Figure 2 ). Up to approximately 35 hours of growth, the whole of a structured colony is composed of dividing cells. This timing approximately correlates with the exponential growth phase of smooth colonies. Starting at about 40 hours of growth, a layer of stationary-phase cells appears at the top of the colony. As nutrients are spread very efficiently throughout the structured colonies [16] , such a cell transition to the stationary phase is very likely unrelated to nutrient shortage, as colonies still grow in nutrient abundance. A 72-hourold colony is composed of aerial and root structures with dividing cells detectable at precise locations in the colony interior and at the tips of the roots invading the agar (Figure 2 ). In contrast to smooth colonies, cells in the uppermost layers over the whole aerial part of the structured colony occur in stationary phase and new cell generations are formed within the internal colony cavity, where they are protected against the environment by various mechanisms including MDR transporters and the ECM. When cultivated under laboratory conditions on rich nutrient media, the natural S. cerevisiae isolates forming structured colonies can domesticate, that is, they are capable of a phenotypic switch that results in smooth colony morphology. One can speculate that each of the colony life-styles (i.e., "biofilm-like" and "smooth") is adapted to a particular environment. In natural settings with many threats, nutrient scarcity and ever changing conditions, the protection of internal cells is the priority for the population as a whole. Cells in the outer regions of the colony are exposed to the hostile environment and enter the stationary phase state, which is characterized by high resistance to environmental impacts, as soon as possible. These colonies also invest resources and energy in the formation of an ECM that can form a scaffold that keeps distances between the cells (or cell groups) and helps to form the internal colony cavity that provides sufficient space for dividing cell progeny. As shown in other microorganisms, ECMs can function as a sorptive sponge that sequesters organic molecules [48] and drugs [49] . Yeast ECMs also can have nutritional value [16, 50] . ECM in biofilm colony thus may play a dual function, a protective sequestration barrier and a nutrient pool for the cell progeny within the cavity. On the other hand, under stable conditions with rich initial nutrients such as those in the laboratory, the cells employ a different strategy. They do not produce an ECM scaffold, but rather form tightly packed colonies. Cells at the colony margin are those that can expand from the colony and reach nutrients in locations further away from the original colony position. In this case, stationaryphase cells are formed in the central colony regions, while cells at the margin are dividing. The question of whether the metabolic adaptive program identified in aged smooth colonies is also active in aged structured biofilm colonies remains to be elucidated.
Conclusions
Importantly, many genes and regulatory mechanisms are evolutionarily conserved so that the knowledge gained using primitive eukaryotes such as yeast can be often extrapolated to much more complex metazoans. Yeast multicellular colonies arising by the division of one or more of the original cells followed by a differentiation of nondividing cell population resemble multicellular organisms not only at the cellular level, but, to a limited extent, also at the level of tissue or even the whole organism. Similarly to metazoans, a significant part of the colony developmental program is likely to be determined genetically. On the other hand, environmental conditions can alter colony development and, in extreme cases, even induce a stable (genetic and/or epigenetic) modification of the developmental program. Colony "domestication," as an example of such modification, leads to the shift from structured to smooth colony morphology. This colony morphology switch is reflected in internal colony organization and differentiation, as well as in distinct ways of transition of specifically localized cell subpopulations to the stationary phase. In addition, further development of chronologically aged colonies composed of mostly stationary-phase cells is linked to diversification of these cells to various subpopulations differing in characteristic properties and in their subsequent fate. Presumably, development of these subpopulations is coordinated and includes formation and function of gradients of metabolites and signaling compounds between the subpopulations. This variability of developmental programs and diversity of different types of stationary-phase cells makes yeast colonies a perspective model for investigation of different pathways and signaling compounds involved in chronological aging, some of which may have their counterparts in metazoans.
